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LEXICAL FEATURES OF ENGLISH MILITARY DISCOURSE 
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The article was devoted to the lexical features of the military discourse on the materials of English. The author came to 
the conclusion that despite the common features in technical and businesslike documents that the military documents 
possess, they have still specific features to be explained by the general characteristics of military institutional discourse. 
Clearness of structure, certainty of conceptions, permanentness of phraseological units  all of them make the military 
lexic materials easy enough to understand. At the same time plurality of special military lexics, a number of reductions 
and abbreviations make the military documents complicated for understanding.  
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As it is obvious military discourse includes scientific discourse  scientific-technical materials and military 
documents straight away. A number of texts linked with the structure and work of military technique are also 
included into the scientific-technical documents. Military documents are texts and graphic sketches intended to rule 
over the military bodies to dispatch information on the issues of vast circle, in the period of Peace and War: 

-military documents: order to flight, fight command; 

-service documents, order, instruction, report; 

-regulation documents; regulation, advice, instructions and orders. 

Besides this, for the use of service as to the grade of confidentiality; documents are divided into confidential 
 

Military technical materials and military documents have a number of common features. This is first of all as to the 
much usage of military terminology. Military lexics are usually divided into the following major groups: direct 
military work, military forces, military terminology stating the ways of carrying out armed struggle: military-
technical terminology uniting emotional colouring of military lexics (slang) used in the oral speech of the militants 
actually being stylistic synonyms of proper military terms. As far as military and military technologies are 
concerned their compositions are not stable. They are steadily changing as to the drop of some of the words from 
communication, as to the change of meanings, as to the reconstruction of the armed forces, as to the creation of new 
terms associated with the appearance of new types of weapons and military technique and on the account of 
preparation of new methods of waging war. For example by the end of the 80-ies of the 20th century the discovery 
and usage of new technologies caused the creation and widely usage of the term NOTAR (no tail rotor). 

New military terms as a whole are created on the rules characteristic for the English terminology (6). The following 
means of morphological word-forming can be indicated as follows: 

1) affixation (maneuverability, survivability, rotary, missilery, aerial) 

2) word junctions (minehunter, warhead, firepower, targetseeking, airbase) 

3) shortening (copter  helicopter, chute  parachute, cap  captain). 

Besides the way of shortening, the means of change of spelling and suffixation are used: shrap (shrapnel), 
torp (torpedo), vet (veteran), insy (incendiary bomb).  

-semantic means of word-forming: 

1)  Transference of meaning (Pentagon is the name of the House of Defense Ministry and the name of the 
Ministry itself). 

2)   

t is used in still wider 
sense and means to descend on any surface.  

Military terms in English have been borrowed both from other languages (Blitzkrieg  German, aide de camp 
(French) and from the other fields of sciences. The military-terminological layer of the English language being one 
of the most changeable and the most enriched fields of English vocabulary is one of the linguistic problems 
demanding much attention and scientific investigation. This terminological layer which has continuously been 
suffering changes, is steadily renewed and under the impact of a number of extralinguistic factors alongside the rate 
of development of the society and in conformity with the history of the society is being enriched on the account of 
new lexical units (1, p. 3). The analysis of the military terminology shows that it is not monotonous, because 

 

1) defensive covering for the body; 

2) a quality or circumstance that affords protection; 

3) protective outer layer; 

4) armored forces and vehicles, etc. 
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Distinctive feature of military materials on the lexical layer is that of abbreviation. In linguistic abbreviations as to 
the amount of the components in their composition may have one  two  three, four and five components 
(Dormidontov, 1972:656) for ex.:  

-Ju (July), the S2 system (the command and control system); 

-two-component abbreviations  RJ (Road Junction), SA (Secretary of the Army), CP (Command Post); 

-three-component abbreviations  SoD (Secretary of Defense), AAM (Air-to-air missile), MFR 
(Memorandum for record); DAS (Director of the Army Staff);  

-four-component abbreviations  TADS (Target Acquisition and Designation System), PNVS (Pilot Night 
Vision Sensor), VCSA (Vice Chief of Staff Army);  

-five-component abbreviation  ADECC (Assistant to the Director of Executive Communication and 
Control), PAAMS (the Principal Anti-Air Missile System). 

Abbreviations having more than five components are rarely met for ex. (TRADOS  USA Army Training and 

small letters, without dots and with dots, together or separately, with signs of fractions. Despite some general rules 
on the abbreviations of wide usage, these rules are not observed (DoD  Department of Defense, MP  Military 
Police). 

Alongside the military specialties in order to indicate the specimens of military technique their indexes and 
conditional signs are widely used. 

The system of conditional signs have been approved for the three types of armed forces and they indicate separately-
taken article of technique and the type of the weapon and the person having more or less information about them can 
easily discriminate them. 

For example SN-47 A indicates these: SN  (cargo helicopter), 47  Construction type, A  the first modification; 
UH  64S  utility helicopter, 64  type of construction, S  the third modification. 

Besides these we meet permanent combinations among military terms and they can be divided into these groups (6): 

1) Military aphorisms, proverbs and sayings: good beginning is half a battle; the war depends on which we 
choose. 

2) Phrase
to act in the desert; to hit the silk  to open the parachute. 

3) Orders: shun/stand still; Eyes left! (turn to the left) Armsport!  take up the gun onto the breast! Halt! 
Stop! Column left, march! Forward march! March on! Aboutface!  turn back! 

4) Coded permanent units MAYDAY  signal asking for help; No jay  the target has not been discovered. 

5) Changeable permanent units. These permanent units indicate exactness as they show the names of military 
materials: to hold positions, to shift fire  
enemy attack, to cock the gun  to press the trigger. 

So, we may come to the conclusion that despite the common features in technical and businesslike documents that 
the military documents possess, they have still specific features to be explained by the general characteristics of 
military institutional discourse. Clearness of structure, certainty of conceptions, permanentness of phraseological 
units  all of them make the military lexic materials structuralized and easy enough to understand. At the same time 
plurality of special military lexics, a number of reductions and abbreviations make the military documents 
complicated for understanding. 

In the introduction of military materials two inclinations show themselves either in the usage of new constructions 
or in the introduction of new compound constructions (for service and regulation documents) and elliptic 
constructions (documents for fighting). 
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